Literature on the Evaluation of Compound Options
• Geske (1979)-the first closed-form solution for the price of a vanilla European call on a European call.
• Han in his thesis (2003) and Fouque and Han (2005) : -derive a fast, efficient and robust "approximation" to compute the prices of compound options within the context of multiscale stochastic volatility models;
-they only consider the case of European option on European option; their method relies on certain expansions so its range of validity is not entirely clear.
• Buchen (2008) : Exotic compound options in BS-world.
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Compound Options -Evaluation under Stochastic Volatility
• We follow Heston assuming the dynamics for S under RN measure governed by
• Here S and v are correlated with E(dZ 1 dZ 2 ) = ρdt.
• Assumes market price of vol. risk = λ √ v.
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• The price of an American compound option under SV can be formulated as the solution to a two-pass Free-BVP with the following Kolmogorov operator:
• First the PDE for the value of the daughter option D(S, v, t) with the Kolmogorov operator K:
• Solve on 0
, and free (early exercise) boundary and smooth pasting conditions:
• Here S = d(v, t) is the early exercise boundary for the daughter option at time t and variance v.
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• Next, the PDE for the mother option M (S, v, t):
• Solve on 0 ≤ t ≤ T M with terminal condition
and free (early exercise) boundary and smooth pasting conditions:
• Here S = m(v, t) is the early exercise boundary for the mother option at time t and variance v.
Sparse Grid Implementation
• It is computationally demanding to solve the two nested PDEs (4) and (7). Hence we apply the sparse grid approach.
• We implement the sparse grid combination technique of Reisinger and Wittum (2007) to solve these PDEs .
• The technique relies on a combination technique requiring solution of the original equation only on several specific grids and a subsequent extrapolation step.
• In Figure 3 , those grids are dense in one direction but sparse in the other direction. Solve the two PDEs on each of the grids in parallel and combine the results from different grids.
Chiarella and • Following the combination technique, the solution c l (l sparse grid level) of the PDE is
• The combination gives a more accurate solution of the PDE.
• There are (2l + 1) PDE solvers running in parallel at the same time on each of the sparse grids for level l and level (l − 1) respectively.
• Because of different scale characteristics in S and v direction and also some bad behavior along the boundary we need to use a modified sparse grid. (see Figure 4 ) Chiarella and Kang CNR-IMATI 09
Monte Carlo simulation implementation
• We need an alternative method to check the solution.
• Use the Method of Lines (MOL) to solve the PDE for the Daughter option and obtain the option prices with a range of maturities, and store the results.
• Implement Monte Carlo Simulation scheme of Ibanez & Zapatero (2004) to find the price of the American mother option with suitable terminal condition (8) and free boundary condition (9).
• The data of the underlying daughter option are available from the previous results from MOL. • Monte Carlo Simulation for the Mother option.
-A finite number of exercise opportunities 0 = t 0 < t 1 · · · , < t N = T M are considered.
-The optimal exercise strategy at every point at time t n is characterized by a region in a two dimensional-space (v, t n ).
-Going backward in time, we solve the following equation for each n = N − 1, . . . , 1 at different variance levels
for S using Newton's method to find the optimal exercise frontier S * t n -Continuing to work backwards, we can find all optimal strategies at times t 0 < t 1 , · · · , < t N for a certain number of variance levels.
-Finally implementing another MC simulation to generate paths for both the underlying prices and the variance forward in time starting from t 0 to find the price of the mother option M (S, v, t 0 ) based on all known optimal exercise strategies.
Numerical Examples
Parameter Value SV Parameter Value r 0.03 θ 0.04 Chiarella and Kang CNR-IMATI 09
